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URGENT STATEMENT
Global response to COVID-19 should not undermine the right of asylum
The Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network (APRRN) further reiterates our grave concern over the impact
of border-closure measures implemented by governments around the world on the right to seek
asylum from persecution.
While APRRN understands the public health emergency confronting States and their populations
around the world, and is supportive of actions taken by protection and response actors to stem the
spread of COVID-19, it cannot stand idle as this fundamental human right and foundational tenet of
international refugee law is potentially undermined. We are wary of steps taken globally – in Europe,
North America, Asia and the Pacific – that threaten refugee access to protection.
On 17 March, Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European Commission, officially announced the
closure of the EU’s external borders for a 30-day period, thereby implementing an unprecedented
travel ban for all foreigners into the Schengen area. This measure was quickly followed by an
increasing number of EU Member States taking the unilateral decision to close their national borders.
As a result, countless refugees are being stranded at the EU’s borders, unable to access protection.
Additionally, several EU countries, such as France and Italy, have already suspended access to refugee
status determination (RSD) processes for asylum seekers as well as processing of registered asylum
claims. Belgium, Denmark, Hungary, Greece, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, and Spain have also
taken steps that challenge or ‘suspend’ asylum procedures. These steps effectively disenfranchise
refugees of needed protection, exacerbating their vulnerability – not only to threats from which they
are fleeing - but also to COVID-19 response.
Additionally, APRRN expresses grave concern over the suspension of all Search and Rescue (SAR)
operations in the Mediterranean, following the imposed quarantine by Italian authorities late
February, of the last two NGO rescue ships in operation in the Central Mediterranean, namely the
Ocean Viking and Sea Watch-3.
While these humanitarian workers are currently prevented from providing life-saving assistance, and
as the international community is understandably fully mobilised to tackle the COVID-19 virus,
unlawful interception and push-back operations nonetheless continue in the Mediterranean, resulting
in the forcible return of migrants and refugees to Libya, despite recognition by the UN and the
European Court of Human Rights that Libya is not a safe port of disembarkation.
Similarly, APRRN deplores the instrumentalisation of COVID-19 by global leaders to further stigmatize
and vilify non-citizens and further serve the interests of restrictive immigration policy. APRRN is deeply
alarmed by the recent decision of the President of the United States to turn back all asylum seekers
and undocumented migrants attempting to enter US territory from the southern border, denying due
process. This action is not only in breach of the principle of non-refoulement - the cornerstone
protection against return based in the 1951 Refugee Convention and the 1984 Convention Against
Torture - but it also sets a dangerous global precedent.
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In Asia and the Pacific, border closures by Australia and New Zealand threaten asylum seeker access
to key hosting states, and provide a dangerous precedent for regional hosting states, including
Malaysia and Thailand. At the time of writing, increasingly strict border and travel measures –
including border closure and a shutdown of international flights – are also being implemented in India,
Pakistan, Nepal, South Korea, Sri Lanka and elsewhere. These measures threaten protection for
Rohingya, Afghans, and other persecuted populations.
In light of such events, APRRN reiterates the absolute and non-derogable nature of the principle of
non-refoulement, both under International Refugee Law and Human Rights Law, and hereby urges all
governments to uphold refugee rights. It further calls on governments to ensure that the exceptional
and precautionary measures taken to respond to COVID-19 be compliant with the human rights
protections under national and international law.
The Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network (APRRN) is a network of 400+ civil society organisations and
individuals from 28 countries committed to advancing the rights of refugees in the Asia Pacific region.
APRRN aims to advance the rights of refugees and other people in need of protection through joint
advocacy, capacity strengthening, resource sharing and outreach.
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